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I N D I A N  C O M M O D I T I E S  

The gold price rallied during the 
past week and, as a result, the 
February futures contract of the 
yellow metal at the MCX rose 
above an important level 
of ₹40,000. The bull trend seems 
to have resumed and notably, the 
contract remains above the 21-

day moving average.  Hence, a further price appreciation in the coming days is highly like-
ly. Though the moving average convergence divergence indicator in the daily chart stays 
flat, the daily RSI shows a fresh uptick.  

Gold ended with gains on Friday. Profit booking can be seen on the tops, still the trend is 
biased towards bullishness, buying on dips is the strategy in the yellow metal. 

COMMODITY COMPASS 27 JANUARY 2020 

Bullion—Gold 

Commodity Expiry S1 S2 Pivot R1 R2 Trend 

Gold AUG 34587 34699 34823 34935 35059 Indecisive 

Silver SEP 38217 38775 39120 39678 40023 Indecisive 

        

Aluminum JUL 142.5 142.8 143.4 143.7 144.3 Up 

Copper JUL 439.6 441.7 445.3 447.4 451.0 Indecisive 

Nickel JUL 919.6 942.3 962.9 985.6 1006.2 Up 

Lead JUL 154.0 154.6 155.4 156.0 156.8 Indecisive 

Zinc JUL 192.2 193.6 194.6 196.0 197.0 Indecisive 

        

Crude Oil JUL 3790 3869 3998 4077 4206 Indecisive 

Natural Gas JUL 153.4 156.3 161.1 164.0 168.8 Down 

Commodity Expiry S1 S2 Pivot R1 R2 Trend 

Gold FEB 39758.66 40055.33 40247.66 40544.33 40736.66 Indecisive 

Silver FEB 45763 46349 46687 47273 47611 Indecisive 

        

Aluminum mini FEB 138.2 138.95 139.85 140.6 141.5 Up 

Copper FEB 432.8 435.15 439.55 441.9 446.3 Down 

Nickel FEB 946.03 954.96 970.63 979.56 995.23 Down 

Lead mini FEB 149.5 150.05 150.95 151.5 152.4 Up 

Zinc mini FEB 178.61 179.63 180.76 181.78 182.91 Down 

        

Crude Oil FEB 3761 3817 3906 3962 4051 Down 

Natural Gas JAN 130.93 132.66 135.43 137.16 139.93 Indecisive 
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B A S E  M E T A L S — C O P P E R  

Copper prices recorded their big-
gest weekly fall in five years on 
Friday on concerns that the spread 
of the coronavirus could hit the 
Chinese economy and metals de-
mand. The virus is expected to dent 
growth in China, the world’s top 

consumer of metals, after months of economic worries over trade tensions with the United 
States. 

Copper ended in red by losing 7pts in Friday’s trading session. Red metal succumbed to stiff 
selling pressure from the tops prolonged in the selling. Overall trend is still down, high risk 
traders can look to short, others can wait as day charts too are hovering near oversold zone. 

Oil headed for its worst weekly 
slump in more than a year amid 
fears that China’s coronavirus will 
cripple fuel demand just as markets 
struggle with a fragile world econ-
omy and adequate supplies. Futures 
sank as much as 2.9% in London to 
approach $60 a barrel for the first 

time since November as deaths from the coronavirus rose to 25 and China expanded travel re-
strictions for over 40 million people in an attempt to halt contagion.  

Crude oil extended sell-off in Friday’s session too and ended in red. Intraday charts are deeply 
oversold, minor correction is expected towards downside, sell on rise is the strategy near 3960 
levels. 

E N E R G Y — C R U D E  
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EVENT COUNTRY TIME FORECAST  PREVIOUS 

New Home Sales US 20:30 730K 719K 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

E C O N O M I C  C A L E N D A R  ( A L L  T I M E S  I N  I S T )  

COMMODITY EXCHANGE ENTRY TARGET STOP LOSS STRATEGY EXPIRY 

NO PRE OPEN CALLS       

       

P I C K  O F  T H E  D A Y  
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